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INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of this research is to design a vacation house complex 
using a combination of a cable-stayed bridge structure and prefabricated capsules. 
This combined structure will maximize the effectiveness of the use of space. Also, 
the structural aesthetics of the project will harmonize with the surrounding 
environment. 
A typical cable-stayed bridge consists of continuous girder and one or more 
towers erected in the middle of the span. To support the girder, cables usually 
stretch down diagonally from the towers to both sides. The idea of supporting a 
beam with inclined ropes from a tower has existed since ancient era. The Egyptians 
used such an idea for their sailing ships. (Fig.1) 
Fig 1. Egyptian sailing boat with rope-stayed sail beam 
(Troitsky, M.S. 1988) 
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The cable-stayed bridge structure has more merits compared to other 
structures. First, it has its own unique aesthetic beauty appealing to modern tastes, 
with acute angles and straight lines from a number of cables and beams. Second, it 
can save significant amount of land by using a bridge structure for buildings. A total 
of 9,000 sq ft units are proposed above the lake in this project, which would save a 
significant amount of land. Third, the cable-stayed bridge structure can provide a 
significant amount of usable space in the air. This benefit becomes even more 
important in countries where effective land usage is important due to the restricted 
size of usable land. For example, South Korea, where I came from, has a very 
restricted size of land for its high population. It requires a highly effective land usage 
because more than 70% of the country land (99,400 Km2) is covered with mountains, 
and almost 46.8 million people live in the country. As a result, South Korea needs 
more space for housing and other construction. Thus, the cable-stayed bridge 
structure can provide valuable extra space. 
There are many cases where capsules have been used for living space. 
Examples can be found in space ships and stations, spacecraft, aircraft, recreational 
vehicles, etc. Also some architects have used capsules for their buildings 
(Kurokawa, Metabolism in Architecture, 1977). All of them are prefabricated and 
they usually have compact spaces. There are some advantages when we use 
capsules for a building. First we can reduce construction time by completing it in two 
independent locations: on a site and in a factory. Second, it is possible to replace a 
capsule whenever needed. It can be taken out and fixed for reinstallation. 
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This thesis is composed of four different chapters to provide comprehensive 
ideas of bridge-hanging houses. The first chapter introduces the objectives of the 
study and rationales of developing this project. The following chapter is research of 
similar projects, cable-stayed bridges, and capsules. The third chapter deals with 
my design for a bridge and capsules, and then the last chapter is a summary and 
conclusion. 
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RESEARCH 
Similar Projects 
In 1970, architect Harry Weese (Abitare, 1989, Jun) built a hanging house for 
a client who wanted a retreat from work during the summer. It was horizontally 
suspended from the top of a cliff on Lake Michigan. Independent beams that were 
cantilevered from the edge of the cliff supported the house. The house consisted of 
a single main space surrounded by three large windows, walls and a transparent 
glass floor through which guests could look down to observe the lake and the trees 
on the slope. The house was located about 150 feet above the lake surface, which 
inspired people to call the house "Shadow Cliff' . (Fig 2) This building harmonized 
well with the surrounding by making itself a part of the nature. 
ase (l'J70) 
Figure 2. A hanging house designed by Harry Weese 
(Abitare, Jan 1989 p.115) 
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Fig 3. The Suspended House 
(Metropolis September 1990) 
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Another example of a 
suspended house was the "Maison 
Suspendue", designed by Paul Nelson 
between 1936 and 1938. (Metropolis, 
1990) However, the project was not 
built. The project was comprised of 
prefabricated units suspended in a 
steel cage. Nelson was focusing on 
creating unusual functions of the 
building and satisfying the users' 
individual needs. (Fig 3) 
The Suspended House was 
composed of two interlocking volumes. 
The larger unit consisted of a 
continuous steel frame and roof 
structure that held suspended cages. 
Curtain walls, also hanging from the 
larger unit, surrounded the 
prefabricated rooms that were 
connected by an open ramp. With no 
columns or load-bearing walls inside, 
each element such as living room and 
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kitchen space was suspended from ceiling that was supported by external 
structures. Regarding the principles of the suspended rooms, Paul Nelson 
mentioned "The fact that their dismantling and replacement may be envisaged, in 
the event of changes in the house's internal layout"(Metropolis. 1990, p52.). He also 
emphasized the contradiction between the order and the constraint of utilitarian 
space and the freedom of the space around it. In my opinion, the house provides 
another advantage that of preserving a significant amount of space on the ground 
level by hanging the living components. 
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Cable Bridges 
There are a number of beautiful cable bridges in the world. These bridges 
can be categorized into two groups: cable-stayed bridges and suspension bridges. 
Cable-stayed bridges and suspension bridges have similarities and differences. In 
common, both bridges have roadways that are hung from cables whose vertical 
forces against gravity are supported by tall towers. The major difference between 
there two bridge structures is in the load-supporting system. The tow types have 
different configurations for the connections of cables between the roadway and 
towers. In contrast to suspension bridges that have major cables freely riding across 
the towers and transmit the load to the anchorages with vertical cables at either end, 
cable-stayed bridges have cables that are attached to span directly from the towers, 
which alone bear the load. In other words, the deck of suspension bridges is 
supported from loosely hung main cables with vertical suspenders, but the deck of 
cable-stayed bridges is supported directly from the towers with stayed cables. The 
Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco and the Brooklyn Bridge in New York are 
typical examples of suspension bridges. The Le Pont de Normandie Bridge and the 
Sidney Lanier Bridge are cable-stayed bridges (Fig 4). 
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Suspension Bridge 
Cable-Stayed Bridge 
Figure 4. Suspension bridges (top) and cable-stayed bridges (bottom) 
The golden gate bridge (top left, http://www.baylinkferry.com/route6.htm), 
The Brooklyn Bridge (top right, http://www.tropicalisland.de/travel_newyork.htmlO), 
The Le Pont de Normandie Bridge (bottom left, http://bridgepros.com/projects/ 
LePontde%20Normandie /LePontdeNormandie ), 
Sidney Lanier Bridge (bottom right,http://www.urbantransporttechnology.com/ 
projects/Brunswick /brunswick2. html) 
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Cable-stayed Bridges 
After World War II, modem cable-stayed bridges were erected by German 
engineers to obtain optimum structural performance from material that was short in 
supply. The cable-stayed bridges have a relatively short histories compared to other 
types of bridges, but many of them have been constructed because of the availability 
of high strength materials, a thorough understanding of their structural behavior, and 
progress in structural analysis and construction methods. 
Cable-stayed construction is economical for a bridge that spans as short as 
150 m (500 ft) and is often practical for much shorter spans in both bridges and 
buildings. The most economical height for the tower that supports the cables is 
between 0.2 and 0.25 of the span. The basic concept of cable-stayed bridge is the 
use of high strength cables to provide intermediate supports for the girder so that it 
may span a much longer distance. Moreover, cable-stayed bridges can be 
economically designed for medium and short spans by allotting appropriate stiffness 
to the cables, tower(s) and girder. Therefore, cable-stayed bridges have also been 
used for short span pedestrian bridges and aqueducts because of their pleasing 
form. The remarkable prevalence of cable-stayed bridges may be attributed to two 
features in their structure. First, cable-stayed bridges are economical over a wide 
range of span lengths as previously mentioned. Second, economy derives from 
their efficient use of materials, large freedom in design, and cost effectiveness due 
to their relatively short construction period. 
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In addition to these economical advantages, their structural elegance has 
strong appeal in a modern environment. The simple appearance of the cable-stayed 
bridge makes it an attractive and distinct landmark. 
Diagonal cable arrangements vary greatly. Some classic varieties are 1) 
radial or converging, 2) harp or parallel, 3) fan or intermediate and 4) star system 
(Fig 5). In some cases, only the cables on one side of the tower are attached to the 
girder, with the other side being anchored to a foundation or other counterweight. 
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Figure 5. System of cable arrangement 
(Troitsky, M.S. 1988) 
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First, among the various cable arrangements, radial or converging system is 
perhaps the best for structure because the maximum inclination to the horizontal is 
achieved and consequently it needs the smallest amount of steel. The cables carry 
the maximum component of the dead and live load forces and the axial component 
of the deck structure is quite simple. Second, the harp or parallel system is good for 
aesthetic point of view and the cables give an excellent stiffness for the main span. 
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However, this system causes a bending moment in the tower. Third, the fan or 
intermediate system is an amendment of the harp system. The forces of the stays 
remain small so that single cables can be used. The star system is an aesthetically 
attractive cable arrangement. 
Cable-stayed bridges have provided economical solutions for long span 
crossings for several decades. Currently, many more bridges of this type are being 
planned, designed, or are already under construction in many other countries. Steel 
cables are extremely strong and highly flexible. They are very economical as they 
allow a slender and lighter structure that is still able to span great distances. Though 
it only takes a few cables to support the entire bridge, their flexibility makes them 
weak to a force we rarely consider: the wind. For longer span cable-stayed bridges, 
careful studies must be made to guarantee the stability of the cables and the bridge 
in the wind. The lighter weight of the bridge is a disadvantage in a heavy wind. On 
the other hand, this lighter weight is an advantage during an earthquake. However, 
should uneven settling of the foundations occur during an earthquake or over time, 
the cable-stayed bridge can suffer damage. Therefore proper care must be taken in 
planning the foundations. 
The unique properties of cables and the structure as a whole make the design 
of the bridge a very complex task. For longer spans, where winds and temperatures 
must be considered, the calculations are extremely complex and would be virtually 
impossible without the aid of computers and computer analysis. The fabrication of 
cable-stayed bridges is also relatively difficult. The cable routing and attachments 
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for the girders and towers are complex structures that require a very precise 
fabrication. 
There are no distinct classifications for cable-stayed bridges. However, they 
can be distinguished by the number of spans, number of towers, girder type, number 
of cables, etc. There are many variations in the number and type of towers as well 
as the number and arrangement of cables. The typical towers are single, double, 
portal, or A-shaped towers. (Fig 6) 
Fig 6 Tower types 
(http://www. matsuo-bridge. co .jp/english/bridges/basics/cablestay. shtm) 
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Capsule Units 
In architecture, the word, "capsule" is being used for a small container. The 
idea of capsules is basically used in many places such as aerospace stations, space 
shuttles, aircrafts, recreation vehicle and houses. Sometimes, instead of the word 
'capsule', 'module' is used. 
A lot of capsules are designed and built in the aerospace industry because it 
is difficult to construct unit in the aerospace. All of modules of space stations are 
built on the earth and attached in space. In side capsules, there are various types of 
space that astronauts can stay. The figures below show the different types of 
modules being used in the space (Fig 7-1,7-2). Those figures show different types 
of modules 
Hatch No 1 
c~ntc-r 
Hatct, Ne• 2 
Hatch No ::i 
Fig 7-1. Aerospace station module 
(Left: http://www. spacenet. on. ca/stories/medicine/opmed/opmed. htm 
Right: http://www. nbm. org/blueprints/90s/fall90/page6/page6. htm) 
7 
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Fig 7-2. Aerospace state module 
(Left: http://www.abo.fi/~mlindroo/STG1969/SS12_MD3.JPG 
Right: http://www.abo.fi/~mlindroo/STG 1969/ssmd6 _ 71.jpg) 
Aircraft is also b based in a capsule concept. In a big capsule, designers put 
a lot of different spaces (Fig 8). The capsule interior can be designed and 
constructed depend on a customer. Whatever a customer wants, everything can be 
put inside aircraft. The following figures show a few special types of aircraft interior 
designs. 
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Fig 8 Aircraft capsule interior design 
(http://www. aircraft-interior-design. de/indexexpl. htm) 
A Recreational Vehicle (RV) is also a kind of capsule. It is designed to 
provide a comfortable living space in which many accommodations are installed 
such as a bedroom, kitchen, and bedroom. The figures below indicate a variety of 
RV designs. (Fig 9) 
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Fig 9 Recreation Vehicle interior design 
(http://rvwholesalers.com/design/design.php) 
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The concept of capsule design for living space was used by Japanese 
architect Kurokawa (Metabolism in Architecture, 1977). One of his first capsule 
architecture projects was the Nakagin Capsule Tower built in 1972. (Fig 10) It was a 
collection of studio apartments containing pre-assembled utilities and interiors that 
were prefabricated in a factory. The prefabricated capsules were simply attached to 
a massive concrete tower on site by bolts, which enabled the considerable reduction 
of on-site construction time. As a result, all of the assembly was finished within thirty 
days. 
Another strong merit of using prefabricated capsules is a considerable 
reduction of potential accidents that might occur otherwise, especially at a risky and 
potentially hazardous construction environment such as a cliff or a steep mountain. 
If any capsule unit is faulty or needs to be serviced, it can easily be detached and 
repaired without causing any damage to the other units. If someone wants to modify 
a capsule from the original design, it can also easily be detached and modified in the 
factory, which is safer and more convenient place for the modification work. 
The exterior of the capsules used in the Nakagin this project are covered with 
galvanized, rib-reinforced steel panels. After the structure of the capsules were 
completed, they were painted with rust-preventative paint and were finished with 
Kenitex, which is a glossy spray. The size of the capsule was limited due to the size 
of the factory in which the capsule was produced. The maximum size of a capsule 
was 1.2m by 2.3m. The inside of the capsules were coated (45mm thick) with spray 
asbestos for the sake of fireproofing and insulation. The outside of the capsules 
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were also coated 30mm thick with the same substance. (Metabolism in Architecture, 
1977). 
c) G c; 
Fig 11 Nakagin Capsule Tower 
1(77 
Gapsules ue attached in two diffttrffnl 
d irectK>nS 
(Top: http://www.kisho. co.jp/WorksAndProjects/Works/nakagin/ 
Bottom: Kurokawa, Kisho 1977) 
!$OITICtric plan of C&JMJI•. Dimensions are 
25mx4mx25m 
lntonor of cape;ule. Both unit, a ir cond1t1onet", 
TV, rltdio, tape recorder and turnrture are 
provided in the fac1o,y 
Capsule House x·, 1972 
Fig 12 Capsule house K 
(Top: Kurokawa, Kisho 1977 
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Kurokawa also designed 'Capsule House 
K' as a residential structure in 1972. This 
residential structure has a unique aspect that 
cannot be found in the Nakagin Capsule Tower. 
The Nakagin Capsule Tower included living 
spaces in a single capsule whereas the 
Capsule House K has separate capsules for a 
kitchen and a bedroom, which are connected to 
a tea-ceremony room that was built of 
reinforced concrete (Fig 12) 
"The capsules themselves are individual 
rooms with a life span - social, not mechanical -
from twenty five to thirty five years. At the end 
of that period they may be replaced. These 
offer valuable hints about the house of the 
future, which will reflect human relations in a 
new kind of community society. Accurately 
combining a number of private rooms is a way 
of expressing the individuality of the house and 
of the person. But such combinations must not 
be closed units within a uniform society. On the 
Bottom: http://www.arch.udk-berlin.de) contrary, they must have systems that are 
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ecologically open to larger environment of the city. Since factory constructed 
individual rooms are of dimensions that permit transport on highways, they can be 
mass-produced in giant stock plants located a great distance from construction sites. 
This indicates a starting line for future architectural production." 
(http://www.arch.udk-berlin.de/arch/lehre/projekte/1999_00/metabolismus 
/archiv/projekte /kuro_capsulehome.htm) 
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THE DESIGN 
Site Selection - Red Rock Lake 
There were a lot of floods on the Des Moines River in 1851, 1859, 1903, 
1944, 1947, and 1954. Because of the frequent floods, dams were constructed at 
Red Rock and Saylorville after a lengthy study of nine sites in the Des Moines area. 
The Red Rock Dam was constructed over a period offor 9 years (1960-1969). The 
primary purpose of the dam is to reduce the flood damage along the Des Moines 
River below the dam as well as along the Mississippi River further downstream. 
Lake Red Rock is an Iowa's largest contiguous federal land and flood control 
reservoir, covering 19,000 surface acres {Fig 13, 14, 15, 16). The reservoir is 
operated by the US Army Corps of Engineering on the Des Moines River with four 
major goals: "1) Increase and maintain healthy and productive stands of bottomland 
and upland timber through various acceptable civilcultural practices on a long-term 
basis. 2) To protect and improve the habitat of game and non-game species at the 
project. 3) To enhance and encourage the safe utilization of project natural 
resources by providing utilization programs and improvement of accessibility. 4) 
Restore and maintain native ecotypes through acceptable management practices on 
a long-term basis" (http://www. mvr. usace.army .mil/redrock/environmental/default. 
htm). Red Rock is Iowa's largest expanse of public lands with over 52,900 acres. 
The lake offers a lot of outdoor recreation opportunities such as camping { over 500 
campsites), fishing, boating, bicycling (a 13 mile hiking/bicycling trail), and swimming. 
In addition to various recreational opportunities, it also provides temporary habitat for 
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wild animals. White pelicans migrate through the lake area every spring and fall and 
large numbers of bald eagles are observed during the winter. Because of its 
picturesque scene and amount of recreational activities, many people come and 
enjoy their vacation there. 
=-~ ---- I 1 ) ft_ 
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Fig 13. Area Map of Red Rock Lake 
(http://www.mvr.usace.army.mil/RedRock) 
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Fig 14. Topomap of the site 
Fig 15. Aerial photo of the site 
(http://terraserver-usa.com/image.aspx?t= 1 &s=12&x=612&y=5730&z=15&w=1) 
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Fig 16. Site pictures 
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Program - Condominiums 
My project is to develop vacation houses above the water. There are twelve 
houses that are thirty capsules. All of capsules are attached to the bridge system 
and two and half capsules are one unit house. 
The primary purpose of my project goes beyond the common functions of 
condominiums. In general, condominiums can provide a living space for people who 
want to refresh themselves. In addition to this purpose, I would like to deliver 
aesthetic components that can be remembered by the people who stayed there. The 
aesthetic beauty from the cable-stayed bridge and small capsule units can inspire 
the users and the beauty can be maximized when they are built harmoniously with 
surrounding environment. 
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Bridge - Site Construction 
The bridge is one of major structural elements in my design. However, the 
bridge is different from a regular bridge that has its two ends on the ground. The 
bridge, in this project, has only one end on the ground and the other end staying 
above the middle of the lake; cantilevered. The tube steel was used because it 
makes the surface of the bridge-span smoother than when I-beams are used. The 
bridge is 400 feet long and has a 60 feet wide span. To hold the huge cantilever, 
high strength cables are installed to support the long girders as it is in a cable-stayed 
bridge. On the bridge span, each X and Y-axis girder and beam makes a 25 feet 
long and 20 feet wide rectangular space (Fig 17). There is a distance of 12 feet 
between the top girder and the bottom girder. 
The bridge is composed of two decks; upper and lower. The upper deck 
allows partial public access for visitors to enjoy the view of the Red Rock Lake and 
the lower deck is private space for residents. Among the three rows of spaces that 
are created along the length or the bridge, the middle row is used as an aisle and 
the both side rows are used for capsule units. Under the middle of lower deck, a big 
tube pipe is installed for electronic power line, water and sewage pipe. On the upper 
deck, 14 out of 32 rectangular spaces in the outside rows were not occupied by the 
capsule unit. Those rectangular spaces are open to the public so that visitors can 
enjoy the spectacular views of Red Rock Lake. 
A double tower design was used with the tube steel, which is the same 
material used in span structure expecting that it provide a consistency. Also by 
using the steel tower instead of a concrete tower, it is expected that more views are 
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available through the structure. Cables were attached directly from the deck to the 
double towers. The cables were arranged using a combination of the fan and the 
star system. 
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Fig 17. Top view of the bridge 
29 
Fig 18. Side view of the bridge 
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Capsule - Factory Production 
The capsules are the other main element of the design. All of the capsules 
are made in a factory, which means that the capsules are fully prefabricated in 
advance. All of the completed capsules will be moved to the site and attached to the 
cable bridge structure. Each capsule is 20 feet long and 15 feet wide. The size of 
the capsule provides enough space around the four sides of the capsule so that it is 
easily attached to the rectangular space made from the girders and the beams. 
The capsule is cast in aluminum, which has the characteristics of high 
strength and lightweight. Aluminum has a lot of advantages over other possible 
materials. It has specific gravity of 2. 7 and weighs only 0.1 pound per cubic inch 
and is about one-third the weight of iron or steel. Aluminum can be made as strong 
as needed for most applications. It offers a unique combination of lightweight and 
high strength. 
Three different types of capsules were designed (Fig): a) kitchen and 
bathroom capsule, b) living room capsule, and c) bedroom capsule. One kitchen 
and bathroom capsule is divided into two parts and each part has its own 
independent kitchen and bathroom unit. This capsule is installed between two living 
room capsules. This structure makes water pipe installation easier because all the 
water pipes from two housing units can be handled at one spot. 
The living room capsule has a full-sized window through which resident can 
enjoy the nice view of Red Rock Lake. A table is attached to the wall so that it can 
be folded up to the wall when it is not in use. A storage is located at the corner of the 
living room capsule under which chairs for the table can be stored when they are not 
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in use. This capsule is located right next to bathroom and kitchen capsule and under 
or above the bedroom capsule. 
The bedroom capsule can accommodate a king-sized bed, which is attached 
to a wall and can be folded up to the wall when not used. A staircase connects the 
living room capsule and bedroom capsule. Two small windows are installed to the 
lakeside for outside view and sunlight. 
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Fig 19. Plan of Kitchen and bathroom capsule 
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Fig 20. Perspective view of a kitchen 
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Fig 21. Perspective view of a kitchen 
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Fig 22. Plan of Bedroom capsule 
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Fig 23. Detail of a bed 
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Fig 24. Perspective view of a bedroom 
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Fig 26. Plan of Living Room Capsule 
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Fig 27. Perspective view of a living capsule 
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Fig 28. Perspective view of a living capsule 
Fig 29. Detail of capsule connection 
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Fig 30. View of all structure 
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Fig 31. Perspective view from water lever 
Fig 32. Perspective view from side 
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Fig 33. Perspective view from tower 
Fig 34. Perspective view from entrance 
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Fig 35. Perspective view of lower deck entrance 
Fig 36. Perspective view of lower deck end 
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Fig 37. Physical model at 45 angles 
Fig 38. Physical model at backside 
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Fig 39. Physical model of Capsule combination 
Fig 40. Detail view 
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CONCLUSION 
Architecture should consider the aesthetics of construction, function of 
building, and surrounding environment. "People come from nature and go back to 
nature". This is a Korean proverb that means we are a part of nature and we cannot 
exist without it. All architects have a task to protect and preserve nature when they 
design a building. 
My project focused on the harmony between nature and construction. It also 
provided a new space for buildings by hanging the housing units on a cable-stayed 
bridge. Using a cable-stayed bridge, housing units were placed above the water. In 
addition, the bridge gave aesthetic beauty with angles between cables and span and 
cables and towers as well. 
The literature review done on cable-stayed bridges and capsules helped me 
understand the way to design a hanging house. By using two different elements: a 
cable-stayed bridge and capsules in my design, the construction period can be 
reduced significantly. Due to the structural uniqueness, the housing units can be 
installed and replaced easily. 
My design can be used in many places where ordinary constructions are not 
feasible such as cliffs by using capsules and a cable-stayed bridge. Although the 
design did not capture all the aspects of cable-stayed bridge and capsules, it, 
nevertheless, served as a guiding platform for future research and application. 
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